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Abstract 

Rehabilitation treatment is a significant process of solving the issues of child development. This treatment helps 

the education sector effectively and some various therapies are included here. These are mainly occupational 

therapy, physical therapy and speech therapy. Additionally, it has been seen that speech therapy supports Childs 

in growing their communication skills that helps the child's in explaining their expression in front of people. This 

study mainly aims to develop the rehabilitation treatment about Reattach therapy in improving their education 

process. Therefore, this paper tried to show the major competition which are mainly involved in the middle of this 

project.  This study focused on grabbing the process of secondary data collection method for the execution of the 

overall project in the proper way. Through following the previous documents conducted results, this study 

collected all data and included them in this project. Apart from that, it has been seen that this paper has focused 

on creating active findings for making this paper authentic.  Good health diagnosis system also supported the child 

in developing their physical structure properly and this helped the child to grab more knowledge from different 

sources. 
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1. Introduction 

Reattach therapy is one of the best theories that are utilized to handle conditions variety involving conduct 

disorder. This is an approach of multidisciplinary that involves different use techniques and these are cognitive 

therapy behavioral, neurofeedback and hypnotherapy. Additionally, this paper also sheds light on using the 

ReAttach theory in solving the issues of education of those children who have some disabilities also. In addition, 

most of the time, it has been seen that children are faced with issues related to ADHD, dyslexia and the major 

spectrum disorder of Austin. These kinds of disabilities affect the children in grabbing education. In order to solve 

this disability, this paper uses the therapy of ReAttach which supports most in solving these kinds of education 

problems. Besides it, the special education process is one of the best ways of fixing these vulnerable problems 

and through the ReAttach theory authority can meet those physically disabled children. Medical therapy is also 

enlisted here to solve this kind of issue for the child. Additionally, Rehabilitation treatment is another process of 

solving this vulnerable issue of children and physical therapy, speech-language theory, and occupational theory 

are also involved under the section on rehabilitation theory for serving special treatments to children. In support 

of these, the paper aims to develop the literature review section through elaborating on the previous studies' 

measured outcomes. On the other hand, parents have a crucial part in developing the child actively and these three 

rules are connected most to meet the child's needs accurately. Apart from that, this study also concentrates on 
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showing the exact methodology process for developing this project. Some theories are implemented in this study 

for demonstrating the paper's context in detail. Lastly, the paper also forecasts presenting actual findings from all 

aspects.  

2. Literature Review  

Rehabilitation services in Education settings for disabled child 

People rehabilitation with disabilities may be shortened as defining to enhance physical, mental and sensory ally 

into as normal and full life as is suspected. In this case, two groups have a major role in executing the overall 

process and these are teachers and parents. In the role of the teacher in this case, the teacher needs to assess the 

child's issues respectively and focus most on their necessities. Additionally, some children can be treated 

differently such as those who belong to the category of disabilities. They are not the same as others in comparison 

culturally, socially and economically. On the other hand, teachers need to share their concentration more and more 

with those types of different students to treat them properly. In other words, it has been seen that besides the 

teacher, the child’s parents also have a major role in this work aspect. In this context, acknowledging the responses 

related to emotions is one of the vital aspects that help to mitigate the child's disabilities. Such as, in the time of 

burning any Childs that time their parents require to understand their emotional attitudes without any conversation. 

Celebrating the child is another good process that helps the child develops actively[3]. Thus, parents need to focus 

on enjoying moments with their kids and this supports children to improve them self. Additionally, another good 

aspect is “facilitate early diagnosis”, which is also involved here respectively. This way mainly forecasted on 

showing the concern by their parents for maintaining their children’s health and feeding strategy. Therefore, for 

meeting all these protocols actively, parents need to consult with a good diagnosis. In support of these, speech 

therapy is one of the best processes for solving the disorder of children’s language and speech problems.  In other 

words, it has been seen through this rehabilitation treatment, these vulnerable problems can be solved efficiently. 

This therapy supports the Childs to speak fluently with others and therapy helps them to express their feelings 

with someone in an effective manner [4]. Apart from that, the special education servers need to forecast on 

inspecting the overall speech treatment accurately.  

In other words, it has been seen that occupational theory is another key aspect of rehabilitation treatment that is 

also included in this significant paper. This major theory helps the child to maintain their daily activities properly 

such as playing, eating and dressing. Therefore, these three major components are playing a crucial role in 

developing the child’s activities massively and these three aspects throw power to the child to run their life with 

full accuracy. It has been seen that these two major therapies have also helped child development actively. 

Majorly, parents and teachers both need to focus most on sorting their disabilities issues. On the other hand, 

another major therapy also enlisted here and the therapy name is physical therapy [9]. This is one of the popular 

therapies that are enlisted in the section below the treatment of rehabilitation. This therapy has an essential role in 

enhancing the child’s strength actively and this theory also provides a good level of strength in developing the 

gross motor skills of children. Therefore, it has been seen that this therapy also supports the Childs in solving their 

disabilities in their education. Besides that, this is one of the best approaches for detecting the child’s needs. Thus, 

it has been proved that these respective three therapies are connected appropriately with Reattach therapy. These 

three major therapies support the Childs in increasing the ability of communication skills and body strengths, 

flexibility also through utilizing Reattach therapy. 

3. Methodology  

Methodology is one of the major aspects that help the paper in completing the study with inputting appropriate 

and relevant information regarding all over topic. Most of the time, for executing this kind of paper, a secondary 

qualitative method is used respectively and this process is defined as the method of collecting the important data 

from previously conducted study. Apart from that, this study also sheds light on showing the relevant data about 

some therapy of rehabilitation such as occupation theory, physical theory and ReAttach theory. In other words, it 

has been seen that this paper also described this overall paper through following the descriptive styles [10]. The 

inductive approach is another good research approach that supports this paper widely in making appropriate 

conclusions. Besides that, this study also gathered reliable and authentic data that signifies a perfect authentication 
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of this valuable project [11]. In contrast, any irrelevant data are not enlisted here and this is a key point of 

demonstrating this study appropriately. In other words, it has been seen that this study also followed the positivism 

philosophy for showing all critical context in a detailed amount. Probably, this study focuses on showing the major 

roles of serving special education to Childs through grabbing the information from all conducted previous study. 

Google scholar journals and relevant articles are accounted for under the section of collecting resources. In 

addition, this study also presented relevant data related to various disorders of Childs. Therefore, this study tried 

to make this authentic most through following a perfect data collection method for this exact paper.   

4. Findings and Discussion  

According to the overall context, it has been presented that rehabilitation treatment is one of the major processes 

that helps the child's development accurately. In addition, this treatment is most responsible for those children 

who belong to the category of disabilities. Besides that, it has been proved that in this study, the therapy of 

ReAttach is one of the famous and well-known therapies that are able to serve support to the disabled Childs such 

as social skills of communication, emotional regulation along with sensory execution [5]. In addition, this therapy 

is helpful and unique most to help them with their education also. In this case, it has been discovered that this 

therapy also provides a lot of support in detecting the special needs for those weak Childs [6]. On the other hand, 

from this paper, it has been found that some major therapies are enlisted here and these are occupational theory, 

speech therapy and physical therapy. Speech therapy is a key therapy of helping children in serving lots of support 

in improving their communication skills prominently. Speech therapy is generally served through the support of 

their parents and their children. Apart from that, it has been discovered that speech therapy provides essential 

skills to embrace communication skills appropriately to children.  Additionally, in expressing their emotional 

feelings, this therapy also played a major role. Along with that, it has been seen also from this study, this speech 

therapy needs to give the children the ability to express their exact emotions respectively. This collaborative nature 

of children helps the children with disabilities to sort out their problems without anyone's help.  

Additionally, it has been collected from this study; occupational therapy is another big one that helps children in 

their growth.  In the form of this paper, occupational therapy is used appropriately in developing the child’s 

strength. Therefore, it has been seen that children have faced several issues in their daily life schedules such as 

dressing and eating, and so forth. Therefore, this occupational therapy plays a significant role in improving a 

child’s daily routine structure effectively [7]. It has been seen that this major therapy supports the children to make 

their activities follow a routine basis and this work is done by their parents' guides. By following this therapy, 

their parents can meet their child’s disabilities and this paper addressed those effective roles widely.  In other 

words, it has been acquired that this study also focused on showing the role of the actual diagnosis system for 

children and a perfect diagnosis system supports the children to learn more accurately. In support of these 

facilities, this major therapy can support the child to embrace their flexibility also.  Feeding is another major 

aspect of maintaining the health system of children and this therapy is accounted most for sorting the issues of 

diagnosis [9]. Additionally, physical therapy is another important and major key theory that helps children to solve 

their problems related to strength, mobility and flexibility. This key theory also supported Childs in improving 

the gross motor capabilities of Childs. Generally, gross motor skills are involved with various works such as 

climbing stairs and playing sports [8]. On the other hand, these kinds of motor skills are responsible enough for 

doing heavy work in their daily life. Therefore, parents provide this major therapy support to their Childs to 

enhance their skills. In other words, this therapy treats Childs individually as per their needs yet, this therapy is 

provided by medical professionals. Therefore, from this paper, it has been evaluated that Reattach therapy is one 

of the major aspects in present days that is enough to provide a huge amount of support to children with their 

sorting disabilities. Besides this, this paper sheds light on showing all major aspects in this study for elaborating 

the child treatment.  

Children are compliant on a significant basis in wearing the device that has been provided to them. Most of the 

children mainly use their devices for maintaining the consistency of the device. Among the children that have 

participated, almost 68 % of the children have been enrolled in certain therapies for their aural rehabilitation. 

These types of therapies include physical therapy and intervention therapies such as counselling. Almost 58 % of 

the families produce no obstacles in the purpose of accessing their therapies [1]. Insurance has become the most 
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important barrier to accessing these therapies. There are several barriers that have been raised among those 

children suffering from physical disabilities. Several participants have been receiving support in their implantation 

process. A single child that had not been initially supportive due to the process of prior implantation has been 

implanted at a later stage. This continues to be preferred in the usage of implantation among disabled children. 

Communication skills play an important role in post and pre-implantation. These skills have been identified by 

different families that have described their child's implantation with proper care.  

5. Discussion  

From the above study, it can be discussed that there are several children at the present time that are suffering from 

certain physical disabilities. These disabilities often lead to certain limitations such as lack of proper education, 

and access to different sources that normal children can afford to enjoy. Their families perceive additional 

disabilities that could be attributed to their cochlear implantation. This study has focused on the vast amount of 

children that provided significant awareness in their environments. Participants of these studies are a group of 

motivated families that could bring their children to different therapies on a continuous basis. Involvement in their 

therapy typically involves the benefits that could reinforce their efforts of working towards their goals. Several 

families are aware of their implantation process in reducing their child’s disabilities that could be aware of the 

potential outcomes in their variability [2]. Children have several challenges with their disabilities due to predicting 

cochlear implantation. Several observations have been done by the parents, teachers and caregivers that 

specifically monitor the impact of implantation on their children. The expanding criteria that are implanting 

consist of children that are multiple handicaps and therefore receive implantation that is cochlear. The present 

study implements that most of the children are required to make significant progress at a slower pace without 

facing any additional disability.  

Additionally, it has been explained that nowadays children have suffered from various disabilities and these are 

mainly caused by some vulnerable issues. Most of the cases, children face issues related to communication with 

their parents and teachers. This issue acts as a barrier in the time sphere of collecting any knowledge from the 

education sector. Therefore, this study has focused on showing the major rehabilitation treatment in providing 

special education to those students who are physically not strong. Previous papers have focused on this topic 

context, however, they have not clarified the overall aspects in detail. Apart from that, it has been seen that this 

paper mentioned speech therapy for helping the child to develop their skills actively. By grabbing the skills related 

to speech, children can improve their communication skills properly and they also express their feelings to their 

parents or teachers. In that case, this supports the students in developing their problem-solving skills through 

better communication. In contrast, other papers have not discussed these kinds of effective points in their study 

and they enlisted some key techniques lightly. In addition, the children have suffered from the disabilities of low 

strength in their body and that is one of the key aspects that is covered by this study with full of competence. 

Besides that, previous projects produced good findings by mentioning these vital issues in their study. 

Occupational therapy is another major rehabilitation treatment that supports the child in developing their abilities 

appropriately and this significant therapy helps the child in their feeding process, and well nutrition process. 

Therefore, it has been seen that this paper has concentrated on the role of parents and teachers effectively in 

enhancing the child’s development. On the other hand, other papers have failed to demonstrate these effective 

therapy roles or activities in their study. Physical therapy is another one that is enlisted in this entire paper as a 

major component of rehabilitation treatment. Therefore, it has been seen that this paper has focused on all good 

aspects that helped this paper to make perfect actively. Physical therapy supports the child to handle their daily 

routines with full efficiency. In other words, Reattach therapy is another key aspect that supports this paper in a 

proper way, through implementing this effective theory this study has presented the all-over process of increasing 

the child's ability from mitigating their disabilities problem. Thus, for these valuable reasons, this paper acted as 

a major paper with contrasting other papers. 

6. Conclusion 

According to the overall context, it can be concluded that rehabilitation treatment is one of the useful processes 

that supports people in sorting the issues associated with a child’s disabilities. Besides that, in the present day 
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children have faced various kinds of issues from their disabilities and these issues are mainly impacted on their 

education side. Therefore, this paper has tried to make this study by mentioning the key techniques of 

rehabilitation treatments such as occupational therapy and speech therapy, physical therapy[12]. Apart from that, 

this significant study also focused on showing the major aspects of ReAttach therapy for solving their disabilities. 

On the other hand, it has been seen that speech therapy helped the child to improve their skills related to 

communication and this is one of the key skills that is able to embrace the confidence of expressing any problems 

in front of parents and people. On the other hand, this study also mentioned the role of parents and teachers which 

are under the context of rehabilitation therapy. Therefore, this paper tried to show the all context with active style 

and showing the individual roles in increasing the child development. 
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